
Writing II 
IDS 1213 

 Spring 2014 

Marcia Vliet 
Davis Hall 222 B 
Extension 574-1382 
E-mail facvlietm@usao.edu 

Office Hours: 
MWF 11:15 – 12:15; 1:30 – 2:30 
TTh 9:00 to 11:00 
By Appointment 

Texts:  
            - Bedford Handbook for Writers by Diane Hacker, 8th edition Bedford St. Martin’s. 
        (or equivalent handbook from Writing I) 
            - Literature to Go by Michael Meyer, 2nd edition Bedford St. Martin’s. 
            - Reading and Writing about Literature by Janet E. Gardner, 3rd edition Bedford St. 
                  Martin’s. 
            - “Writing II Handbook” compiled by Marcia Vliet for IDS 1213. 

Additional Materials Needed: 
           - One double pocketed folder in which to present essay papers  
           - One SMALL blue examination book 
           - One Standard American Dictionary 
           - One Standard American Thesaurus 

Course Goals: 
           - to come to a better understanding and appreciation of literature and to expand 
                  your reading, writing, and thinking skills 
           - to recognize the ways in which literature can shape and enlighten your life views 

Course Objectives: 
           - to analyze fiction, poetry, and drama 
           - to write effective essays based on readings in different genres 
           - to research and write extended papers 
           - to use Standard American English grammar and punctuation at a college level 

Attendance: 
       The word “attendance” has two meanings and both are pertinent in this class. 
       To attend means to be physically present, and that is expected absolutely. Having committed 
       to attending this university, attending class becomes your primary “job.” You are expected 
       to sign the attendance sheet at the beginning of each class. This is your responsibility. If you 
       fail to do so, you will be considered absent, so please remember to do this every time you 
       come to class. There are no “excused” absences, so excuses do not matter. Therefore, notes  
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       from doctors, Student Services, coaches, directors, your parents, spouse, friends, etc. are 
       neither needed nor desired. You need not call to inform me you will be or have been absent. 
       Whatever the reason, and I realize that sometimes the reasons are very good ones, when you 
       are absent, you have missed whatever was accomplished in class. As an adult, you must 
       make choices, and as an adult, you must accept the consequences of the choices you make. 
       That is the way the “real” world works. 

Students are allowed to miss the equivalent of one week’s classes (i.e. three 
       absences) without penalty. Beginning with the fourth absence, however, they may 
       have their final grade lowered by one letter grade from the earned grade, with an 
       additional letter drop for each additional absence. Students who miss more than the 
       equivalent of two weeks’ classes (six absences) may be awarded an F for the course.  

To attend also means to pay attention to, and that is what you must do to succeed in this 
class. All assignments will be made in class and explained thoroughly there. Listen and ask 
appropriate questions then. Assignments will not be repeated after class or any time you 
catch me in the hall, etc. 

Tardiness:  
       Come to class on time and plan on staying the entire period. Tardiness or early 
       departure interrupts others and is both thoughtless and discourteous. Each class will 
       begin with about five minutes of bureaucratic business, (signing the attendance 
       sheet, collecting and/or returning papers, etc.) giving you ample time to be present. 
       Anyone not present within this time will be counted tardy. Please Note: three tardies  
       equals one absence. 

Late Assignments: 
       All major essays assignments will be made well in advance of their due dates, so 
       there is no excuse for them to be late. (The tentative schedule lists all these due  
       dates.)  *** Please Note: All major essays assignments must be presented for a 
       grade in order for you to pass this course.  
       All assignments are due at the beginning of the class period on the day specified. 
       Therefore, do not wait until class time to try and print yours out. Lack of ink, school 
       computers not reading your home computer format, etc. are not reasons for you to be 
       allowed to turn in your assignment late.  
       If you are absent the day an assignment is due, it will only be accepted late the first  
       day you return to class. Otherwise, no assignments will be accepted late. Also, in- 
       class work cannot be made up if you are absent. 
 
       IMPORTANT: PLEASE NOTE! Failure to submit any of the three major essays in a 
       timely fashion will result in automatic failure in this course. 

All Work: 
       All class work should be written in third person, using appropriate formal, academic 
       language, and typed, unless otherwise indicated. 



In-Class Work: 
       In-class assignments will be numerous and cannot be made up, no matter what the 
       reason for your absence. If you miss it, you miss it. There will be enough such 
       assignments that no conscientious student will suffer from missing three of them. In 
       addition, extra credit opportunities are offered during the term that may offset missed 
       daily work. 
       In-class assignments completed during the class period may be submitted hand 
       written as neatly as possible. However, if I cannot read your penmanship and, 
       therefore, am unable to grade it, that will be reflected in the grade you receive for the  
       assignment. 

PLEASE NOTE: NO ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE ACCEPTED WITH TORN, 
UNEVEN, OR "FRINGED" EDGES. Please make sure your notebook paper is perforated 
so that the “fringe” made by tearing it from the notebook can be removed before turning in 
the assignment. Your work should always look as professional as possible. 

Overnight Work: 
        All assignments not completed during the class period are to be submitted typed, 
        with the appropriate drafts included, and observing strict manuscript preparation 
        rules. Other than in-class assignments, NO HAND WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS  
        WILL BE ACCEPTED, no matter how attractive your penmanship may be. 

Paper Format: 
       Except for in-class assignments, all papers must be typed, double spaced, in Times 
       News Roman using a 12 font size, and should follow the editing and documentation 
       procedures outlined in the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, (with the 
       exception of the title page changes that I request of you.) The Bedford Handbook for 
       Writers has a thorough section explaining these procedures. Be sure and use it  
       carefully. When submitting an essay manuscript, you must also turn in at least three  
       drafts, all research notes, prewriting ideas and source information, outlines with  
       thesis, peer, tutor, and self-critiques, etc. Be sure and PROOFREAD – neatly penned  
       corrections on the manuscript are acceptable. I strongly advise you to consider using  
       a word processor or computer when writing. Revising, editing, and proofing are 
       much easier with one.  

Academic Honesty: 
       All work should be your own original work. Any information obtained from outside 
       sources MUST be properly cited. Academic dishonesty will NOT be tolerated. It 
       will cause you to automatically FAIL this course. (See www.turnitin.com 
       handout.)  
       Remember, in the long run, you are only hurting yourself. When asked about 
       academic dishonesty, Jeanne Wilson, president of the Center for Academic Integrity  
       said, "It’s incredibly self-destructive. What employers are looking for are  
       transferable skills, such as writing and thinking and analysis. Those are the type of  
       skills that are learned by having to write a paper yourself.” 
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Group Work: 
       We will work in groups quite a bit throughout the term. While a “group reporter” 
       may be appointed in each group for recording purposes, every group member has a 
       responsibility to contribute to its success. Group participation does count towards 
       your daily work grades, as does class participation. 

Grammar, Mechanics, etc.: 
       Your very presence in this university should verify your grammatical and mechanical 
       skills. If you feel a bit rusty in this area, the Bedford Handbook for Writers is an  
       excellent source for reviewing this information, as are the Writing Center tutors. 
       Always remember to EDIT and PROOFREAD your paper before submitting it. If  
       you fail to do so, it is quite possible that your primary goal of communication will be  
       jeopardized, hence affecting your final product and, therefore, your grade. I strongly  
       recommend using the Writing Center tutors for help during all stages of the writing  
       process. They are located in Davis Hall Room 120.  

Grading: 
       A standard twelve point grading system will be utilized, A+ being 12 and F being 0. 
       Each of the three major essays you write will be worth 25% of your final grade, with 
       the other 25% being determined by daily grades, class participation, critiques. Final exam, 
       etc. 
       REMEMBER: One earns an F the same way one earns an A - by the amount of effort one  
       puts into the assignment. 

The Folder: 
       All essay materials should be kept in your essay folder. New assignments should be 
       placed in the left-hand pocket of the folder and the older assignments should be 
       placed in the right-hand pocket, with the most recent assignment on top, progressing 
       to the oldest in back. All major essays should be stored in your folder and should 
       be turned in each time the folder is returned to me with a new essay. This allows 
       me to chart the progress you are making through the term. Your essay folder will 
       only be needed when a completed essay is due. NO ESSAY WILL BE ACCEPTED 
       IF IT IS NOT IN AN APPROPRIATE FOLDER. 

The Dictionary and Thesaurus: 
       These should be brought to each class each period to be available for use in 
       completing in-class assignments. 

Writing Center – Nash Library 3rd floor  
       The Writing Center is a resource for all writers at USAO.  The Writing Center aims to create 
       a friendly and welcoming environment in which students feel comfortable voicing their 
       concerns about their writing.  Writing Center tutors are trained to assist students with a 
       variety of writing issues, including: 

• Understanding assignment instructions 
• Thesis statements 
• Paper organization 



• Sentence structure (including run-on sentences and comma splices) 
• English as a Second Language (ESL) writing 
• MLA format (as well as APA, Chicago) 
• ...and many other issues. 

       The Writing Center’s purpose is educational; it supports the academic mission of USAO.  
       The tutors are not proofreaders or editors.  They are trained peer tutors who are there to offer 
       advice and feedback to writers who have particular concerns. For more information, stop by 
       Nash Library 3rd floor. 

Outside Activities: 
       Please be aware that it is your responsibility to give me a copy of your playing 
       schedule at the beginning of the season or inform me of any school sponsored events 
       in which you will be involved as soon as you are informed of the date(s) so that I am  
       aware when you may be away. It is also your responsibility to inform me about an  
       upcoming absence before you will be gone. At that time, you should arrange to turn  
       in work that you will be missing before you accrue the absence. In addition, if your  
       coach,  professor, financial aid, etc. requires any kind of reporting on your grades,  
       absences, progress, etc. during the term, it is your responsibility to inform me about 
       it well before the information is due. I will NOT sign any grade sheets in class without 
       previously having been told you will be needing that information that day.     

PLEASE NOTE: 
       We often learn far more from our mistakes than we do our successes, so please take 
       advantage of the opportunities in this class to make mistakes without great penalty to 
       your grade. Daily work, group work, drafting, etc. are all designed to allow you to 
       attempt work without a letter grade qualifying the worth of the attempt. I hope you 
       will learn to take advantage of that. If you don’t understand something, are confused 
       about a reading, etc. those opportunities may help you discover the problem and seek 
       help and clarification before you have to attempt something for a letter grade. 
 
       Remember, there are no “dumb” questions, and if you’re having a problem with 
       something, probably other classmates are as well. You will be doing everyone a 
       favor by seeking help during class. If you ever have problems, questions, etc. at any time 
       during the term, please feel free to come speak with me. I am here for you and more than 
       happy to help in any way I can. 

Disability Notice: 
       According to the ADA, each student with a disability is responsible for notifying the 
       University of his/her disability and requesting accommodations. If you think you 
       have a qualified disability and need classroom accommodations, contact the office of 
       Student Services. To ensure timely implementation of appropriate accommodations, 
       please advise all of your instructors about your disability as soon as possible. Faculty 
       have an obligation to respond when they receive official notice of a disability from 
       Student Services, but are under no obligation to provide retroactive accommodations. 
       To receive services, you must submit appropriate documentation and complete an 



       intake process during which the existence of a qualified disability is verified and 
       reasonable accommodations are identified. 
   
Special Requests: 
       If you are ill or think you may be coming down with something, I ask that you try  
       and not have any close contact with me, as I am taking auto immune suppressant  
       drugs for a medical condition that make me very susceptible to illness, infection, etc.  
       (This does NOT mean you should miss class. Simply keep your distance from me.)  
       In addition, the condition is causing me to lose my hearing, as well as the use of my  
       hands and feet, so I ask that you speak loudly and face me when addressing me. I  
       appreciate your patience with these problems. 
 
       For those of you who are smokers, I ask that you try to refrain from smoking 
       around any papers that are to be submitted to me. Paper absorbs a great deal of  
       smoke and I am very allergic to it. I hate wasting valuable grading time having 
       severe nosebleeds, asthma attacks, etc. because of exposure to smoky papers. I know 
       it seems excessive to have to ask this of you, but past experience forces me to do so.  
       I really appreciate your efforts on my behalf, as I know that what I am asking of you 
       is a burden. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 
 
Please Also Note:  
       Always turn off any cellular telephones, pagers, iPods, etc. before entering the  
       classroom. If I see them in use during class, they are mine. It is incredibly rude and 
       disruptive to use them during class. If you must have a phone on vibrate to receive  
       an emergency call, please inform me before class and leave the room to take the call. 
       Also, no food, drinks, gum, tobacco products, pets, or children in the classroom  
       without my express approval. Thanks! 

                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Food For Thought 

        The very best writers among us are often blessed with a special kind of talent, of which 
        inspiration may play a small part, but wherein a keen ear for sound, a sense of rhythm, and a 
        joy in communicating ideas are the major part. These traits alone are quite common. When 
        they are combined with lots of hard work and discipline, they often come to be called 
        genius. 

       However, this class does not concern itself with geniuses or the creation of them. It is most 
       assuredly not a course in creative writing. While I love fiction and drama and believe poetry 
       to be one of the highest of callings, they are no part of expository writing. This class is 
       designed for those who must be able to use language for many common, everyday purposes, 
       such as writing reports, business letters, collage examinations, speeches, etc. These are skills 
       needed by everyone, even those creative geniuses whose work you will be privileged to 
       study. They too, have to write letters to their editors, review the writings of others, write 
       about writing, etc. Writing of this sort is not some mysterious gift. It is a process, with 
       clearly identifiable steps. Like any process, it can be learned. The charge of this class is to 
       give you the tools by which to learn and use the writing process. 

       Class assignments presuppose good faith on the part of students and their honest desire to 
       improve their writing. The latter is itself based upon an understanding by students that 
       writing is important to their success in today’s world and tomorrow’s future. 

       Students who possess these criteria will listen to and strive to follow instructions, make use 
       of suggestions, accept constructive criticism, both from the professor and fellow students, 
       and do their best to produce high quality work. Those who do not possess (or who do not 
       develop) the criteria listed above have little hope of successfully completing this course and 
       should not be surprised by poor grades. 

       Remember that grades do not happen automatically or arbitrarily; they are the result of a  
       combination of intelligence and diligence. Neither of these traits alone suffices in this course 
       (or much of anything else); nor does just coming to class in and of itself. Class time will be 
       devoted to making assignments and explaining methods for fulfilling them. There will be 
       much by way of modeling examples, but the actual production of major written assignments 
       will take place OUTSIDE of class. This, as wise students will quickly realize, includes much 
       more than a final writing of a paper. If you are not prepared to devote AT LEAST NINE 
      HOURS each week to this course, IN ADDITION TO CLASS TIME, reconsider your 
       priorities. If you squeeze study time into your personal, social, and work life, you have no 
       right to expect to do well in this or any other college course. For the short period of time our 
       society sets aside for citizens to prepare for their professional lives, study time should be 
       your first priority. 

       Perhaps this course actually should be entitled “Life 101”, because we are essentially trying 
       to teach you that you have a voice; that you matter as a human being; that others have 
       similar experiences, fears, failures, and triumphs to your own; that you have thoughts and 
       ideas which might benefit others; and that no one will respect those thoughts and ideas 



       unless they are presented in more or less Standard American written English. It is my hope 
       that this will be a course of personal affirmation for you, the ultimate point of which will be 
       to make you a competent reader, writer, and thinker.  

      Consider the above information carefully and take it seriously, because I do. My job is to do 
      my best to prepare you for success in the working world. I take that seriously too. To do less 
      than my best would be to shortchange you. Having said all that, WELCOME! I wish you an 
      enriching term. 
                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My thanks to Professors Brown, Webb, Frankland, and Meltzer for their input. 



Writing II Tentative Schedule 

January 10 Introduction; assignments 
 

13        Introductions; Reading and Writing about Literature (RWL) – 
            Ch. 1 pp. 1 – 5; Handbook (HB) - All of Chapter I; Literature 
            Essay (p. 72) due 
15 RWL – Ch. 2 pp. 6 – 20; HB – all of Chapter II, Study Guides (SG) p.34 - 

35 
17 RWL – Ch. 3 pp 21 – 50; Literature to Go (LG)* – Ch. 29 pp.891 – 903; 
 *Please note that ALL “Considerations for Critical Thinking and 

Writing” responses are due on the day as well as the readings (They 
may be hand written if necessary)  

 
20 RWL - Ch. 4 pp. 51 - 71; HB – all of Ch. III 
22        RWL - Ch. 5 pp. 72 – 95; LG – Ch. 30 pp 904 - 911 
24 LG* – Introduction pp. 1 – 6, Ch. 1 pp 11 - 42  

 
27 LG* - Ch. 2 pp. 43 - 59  
29 LG* - Ch. 3 pp. 76 - 130 

  31 LG* - Ch. 4 pp. 131 - 152  
 
February 3 RWL – Ch. 8 pp 130 – 165; LG* - Ch. 8 pp. 224 – 242; Ch. 33 pp. 935 –  

             952; HB Ch. IV pp. 55 – 86; Analysis due 
 5 LG* - Ch. 5 pp. 153 - 172    

            7 LG* - Ch. 6 pp. 173 - 194; Outline due  
 

10        LG* - Ch. 7 pp. 195 – 223 
12        1st draft due 
14  LG* Ch. 9 pp. 245 - 264  

 
17  2nd draft due 
19  LG* Ch. 11 pp. 316 - 332 
21 3rd draft due 

 
24  RWL – Ch. 6 pp. 96 – 112; LG* Ch. 12 pp. 337 – 370, Ch. 31 pp. 912 – 

926; HB Ch. IV pp. 87 -99; Fiction Essay due 
26  LG* Ch. 13 pp. 371 - 396 
28  LG* Ch. 14 pp. 397 - 411 
    



March  3 LG* Ch. 15 pp. 412 - 429 
5 LG* Ch. 16 pp. 430- 449  
7 LG* Ch. 17 pp. 450 – 469; Research/Analysis due 

  
10  LG* Ch. 18 pp. 470 - 485    
12 LG* Ch. 19 pp. 486 – 509; Outline due 
14  LG* Ch. 20 pp. 510 - 523 
 
24 1st draft due   
26 RWL – Ch. 7 pp. 111 – 129; LG* Ch. 24 pp. 599 – 636, Ch. 32 pp. 927 - 
            934   
28 2nd draft due  
       
31 3rd draft due 

April 2  Poetry Essay due 
4 LG* Ch. 25 pp. 637 – 644  
 

 7 LG* Ch. 26 pp. 692 – 702; Outline due 
9 LG* Ch. 27 pp.793 – 797 
11 1st draft due  

 
14 2nd draft due 
16 3rd draft due 
18 LG* Ch. 28 pp. 855 – 888; 3rd essay due 
 

  21 Review for Final Exam  
 
 

Final Exam Time 
(Bring Small Blue Examination Book) 

 
                        Wednesday, the 23rd         8:00 class        Final    8:00 – 9:30 

Friday, the 25th 9:05  class  Final  8:00 – 9:30   
                         Wednesday, the 23rd        12:20 class        Final   12:00 – 1:30 
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